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What do higher ed institutions need to keep 
doing to ensure they make NO progress in 

diversity, equity, and inclusion?



Why DEI? Why now? Why CUPA-HR?

• Much emphasis on DEI in higher ed in last decade
• Lots of talk, discussion about how to improve DEI efforts

– Current events have spotlighted lack of progress
– Guidance on action is lacking

• When data is used, it usually focuses on student success
– Data and guidance for higher ed workforce is lacking



What is a maturity index?

• Measures progress on a broad construct (DEI)
• Provides scores on a number of factors (areas)
• Lower scores delineate which factors could use work/progress
• Suggests ACTIONS that should be taken to achieve progress in 

those areas



Factor Scores and Overall Score



Directions for Review

• Concentrate on your factor and the questions that measure it
• Check to see that questions asked are appropriate for that factor
• Add additional questions if needed
• Correct language used if not appropriate
• Break questions into multiple questions if we’re asking too much in 

one question
• Check question responses to ensure they are clear, measurable, and 

actionable; edit or reconfigure as needed
• Check factor label; relabel if not appropriate



Things to Keep in Mind

• We’re concentrating on the higher ed workforce rather than 
students.

• Try to maintain one of the two formats you see listed: 
– Likert-type rating scale
– Choose all that apply

• Try to keep questions in 5-point format for consistency.



Action Steps

If someone gets a low score on your factor, what additional steps 
should the institution consider to make progress on the factor?



Edits and Feedback

• Hard copies: Write name and email at the top in case I can’t 
read your writing.

• Electronic copies: Send them to me! jbichsel@cupahr.org

You are awesome. That is all.
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